
Innovative device for beer dispensing  
in glass and metal bottles  

right by the customer



Barmen’s Killer

Imagine that within few seconds you can 
fill practically any bottle with fresh keg beer 
without foam and loss of beer quality. And 
all this with a touch of a button.

Previously, you needed a barman with 10 
years experience.

And now…

Meet a unique automatic beer dispensing 
device CrafTap Smart from PEGAS, the 
world leader in beer-take-away-segment.



Save Beer technology –  
fast foam free dispensing

3 preset bottle volumes for beer pouring

Easy button regulation 

Adjusting of dispensing speed  
and gas supply

Ergonomic design

New opportunities for branding

Key Advantages



PEGAS Save Beer Technology

The main approach  
is the counter pressure
Before dispensing, the bottle is filled  
with the gas that allows:

With PEGAS devices, dispensing is always 
fast and foam free. Even in the hottest 
weather!

To bring down to a minimum  
gas losses in beer

To keep factory taste of the beverage

To sell all the beer without leftovers in keg 
and zero drainage output



Button Regulation

Regulation is carried out via 
buttons located on the electronic 
panel.

Now you do not have to lose 
your time and control dispensing.

More free time – higher speed  
of customer service!



Ability to Fill Metal Containers

Ability to sell beverages not only in glass bottles but also in metal 
ones now you can program dispensing characteristics!



Selecting of units of measure used in  
your country

Programming of 3 most common 
volumes

Speed calibration depending on 
beverage density

Dispensing Programming



Compact and Stylish

Intended for mini-breweries, 
bars, pubs, and beer restaurants



Opportunities for Your Brand

Removable panel allows you to place the 
logo of your bar or of the beer sort on the 
rear cover. It would draw attention to your 
brand and add element of elegancy  
to you interior.

As every CrafTap device, electronic model  
is completed with protective transparent  
cover that makes its use absolutely safe.



beerinnovations.com  |  npm-group.com

Happy Sales!


